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at Hawkstone, August 23, 1745. The eldest of iand care. His eldest sister was happily his able
the sons was Richard Hill, who succeeded to the and judicious assistant in this work; and under
Baronetcy on the death of his father, and was their joint care and advice the seed sown in young
known as a man of active and devoted piety, and Rowland’s mind sprung up and grew with a ra
ASPIRATIONS.
the author of several pious works. The next in pid increase. He seems to have derived much
BY THE REV. H. F. I.YTE.
succession was John, who came into possession of benefit from reading the works of Archbishop
I would not always sail upon a sunny sea:
The mountain wave, the sounding gale, have deeper joys for me. the family title and estates, and was the father of Leighton which his brother Richard sent to him
Lord Hill, and his brothers, distinguished officers at Eton, accompanied by a letter that contained
I,et others love to creep along the flowery dell;
Be mine upon the craggy steep, among the storms, to dwell. of the British army during the Peninsular war, an allusion to his entering the ministry.
The rock, the mist, the foam, the wonderful, the wild—
and at the battle of Waterloo. To Lord Hill,
In the midst of the carelessness and evil exam
I feel they form my proper home, and claim me for their child.
the subject of the memoir before us was always ple of his school-fellows, agitated by the waver
The whirlwind’s rushing wing, the stern volcano’s voice,
affectionately attached, and to him it is dedicated ing of his brother Robert’s mind on the subject
To me an awful rapture bring. I tremble, and rejoice.
by the author, “in the full assurance how gratify which most interested himself, in the pursuit of
1 love thy solemn roar, thou deep, eternal sea,
Sounding along from shore to shore, the baindless and the free. ing such a dedication would hive been to the the attainments of classical literature and sur
I love the flood’s hoarse song, the thunders lordly mirth,
rounded on all hands by snoers and ridicule, he
venerable subject of its pages.”
The midnight wind, that walks along the lush’d and trembling
was running while yet a boy, his race of glory
We
select
most
of
these
particulars
from
the
earth.
first chapter of the Rev. Edwin Sidney’s life of with an unequalled ardour. To his school-fellows
The mountain lone and high, the dark and silent wood,
Rowland Hill as preparatory to some extracts re and to others he declared what God had done in
The desert stretch’d from sky to sky in avful solitude.
A presence and a power in scenes like th«se I see;
lating to the life and character of this extraordina his soul and was made the instrument even at that
The stillness of a midnight hour has eloquence for me;
ry man. They will give evidence, as does the early period, of the conversion of some of them—
Then, bursting earth’s control, my thouglitsare all at flood;
whole volume, to the devoted pitty and great use the first-fruits of the rich harvest of success he
1 feel the stirrings in my soul of an immdrtal mood,
fulness of Mr. Hill, while they also exhibit some reaped in his administrations in after life.
My energies expand; my spirit looks abroad;
He ever carefully preserved a letter written to
of his peculiarities and eccentricities. The latter
And, ’midst the terrible and grand, feels nelrer to her God.
[ Friend.
it will be found do not detract so much from the him, when at Cambridge, by a youth to whom he
dignity and consistency of his character as has had been made thus useful at Eton, and who pours
THOUGHTS FOR THE WEEK.
heretofore been generally suppoied, although they out his soul with all the candid simplicity of boy
are certainly remarkable.—The; will weigh little ish friendship, and with an expression of deep re
The words of the wise are as goads, and as nails fattened by the master
of assemblies, which are givenfrom one slcphcrd."
in comparison with the eminent Christian qualities ligious feeling which would have done credit to a
riper age. The decided course of this young
by
which his life was adorned.
For the Gambier Observer.
On Mr. Hill’s lay-preaching and his peculiar Christian had involved him in several trials; but
NUMBER /!.
in adversity, whether in youth or in after days,
I. Bees never work singly, bi* always in companies, that course as a minister we have no comment to offer;
our object being simply to put our readers in pos religion is the Christian’s all, and then it is that
they may assist each other. A useful hint to Christians.__
session of such information respecting him as we its glory appears.
Bishop Horne.
Favoured as Rowland was at this time with the
suppose will be acceptable. We commence with
II. Let Christ be your only comfort, who will teach you to an abridgment of the account given relative to his advice of such a brother, he was not.less carefulljthink rightly and to live happily. The world, indeed, accounts early religious impressions and residence at the watched by his truly pious sister Jane; and in
this to be mere folly and distraction; yet happy that fool University.
addition to the letters of Sir Richard Hill, be
who is wise unto Christ, and miserable folly is it not to know
Young Rowland, as soon as he was considered fore alluded to, he treasured up his deeply inter
of sufficient age by his family was sent to school esting correspondence with Miss Hill, while at
II inn.—Erasmus.
III. Christis the light of heaven, as well as of earth. In at Eton; and it was during the days of his boy school and at college, to*the end of his life. In
this Divine Person the Godhead will shine without a cloud; hood that the first beams of that spiritual light, June, 1764, she writes to announce to him that
and be seen face to face. The splendor will be all intelligence which he for so many years reflected in all its his going to Cambridge was determined on, and
that Sir Rowland appeared to have no objection to
and enjoyment; and the warmest light and love. The happy purity and brightness, were shed upon his soul.—
millions will bask forever in the benevolent beams; and, with The opening flowers of his mind were consecrated his entering upon the sacred office of a minister
of God’s word. She tells him; “you are to be
the eagle’s eye fixed on the divine luminary, will rise on eagle’s to God: and his conceptions of the truths of re
placed foe the first year under Dr. Brooke to
ligion,
at
this
early
age,
were
so
luminous,
and
wings, with a perpetually invigorated flight, nearer and nearer
distinct that he never saw occasion to alter his whom Sir Rowland has presented poor Moses’s
to the Sun of Righteousness for ever.—Dwight,
first views in any essential particular; and in the living, in Norfolk,* and Mr. Frampton who will
He that inquires what is the just value and worth of midst of all the varied fancies of enthusiasts, continue your tutor. The Lord, I trust will en
IV.
Christ, asks a question which puts all the men on earth, and which often surrounded and distressed him, he able you to stand against all the fiery darts which
angels in heaven to an everlasting nonplus.—Flavd.
had never, he said, with the warmest expressions will be shot at you at college. Fat bulls of BaV. As on your books and on your goods, you used to Write of thankfulness to God, been led away from the shan will encompass you on every side, and you
will need to be armed with the whole armour of
down the price they cost you; do so on your righteousness, simple notions of the doctrines of grace he had
God.”
and on your glory. Write down the price—The precious adopted in the morning of his days.
It was the design of Sir Rowland, in sending
His brother Richard, who was considerably
--Tin-rfcr..
blood of Christ---- Baxter.
older than himself and who had long been im his son to Cambridge that he should by applying
iunded
VI. Nothing is so distasteful to God as a compon
pressed with the most serious views of the impor to his studies, obtain a fellowship at St. John’s,
Christian, made up of a bended knee and a stiff neck; of an
tance of religion, was made the means of his con and thus become qualified for presentation to one
attentive car and a hollow heart; of a pale countenance and a version. He first began to address him, both by of the family livings in Norfolk, an intention in
rebellious spirit; of fasting and oppression, of hearing and de reading and conversation, during the Christmas which young Rowland acquiesced. He accord
ceit; of cringes, bowings, flatteries, and real disobedience.— holydays of 1761, with the earnest and truly fra ingly entered as a pensioner; but subsequent events
having determined him to alter his views he beAbsalom’s vow, Jehu’s sacrifices, Simon Magus’s repentance. ternal ilesire of winning him to Christ.
Being himself deeply imbued with a sense of | came a fellow commoner, a class of young men,
Ahab’s fast, his soul hatcth.-FanWon.
sacrifice made to God the love of God in Christ, and of the value and i not eligible<o fellowships on account of their supVII. Death-bed repentance is
importance of religion, it was to be expected posed rank and situation.
from the devil’s leavings—.Dean Swift,
that Mr. Richard Hill should be earnest in his
Before he went into residence at Cambridge,
desire to be the instrument of awakening similar Mr. Rowland Hill’s religious sentiments were
feelings in the minds of the members of his own much disapproved of by his family; but happily
familv- It appears also, from some memoranda.——
.
From the Episcopal Recorder.
REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR.
GEORGE W. MYERS, PRINTER.

lciuniv.

LIFE OF THE REV. ROWLAND HILL.

rr

in his own writing that th

-

‘

time

There were six livings, all of considerable value, at that
ill

the gift of the Hill family in Norfolk, with this re
presented to fellows of St

establishment and the villagers around the. house ( strictjon) that they could only be
The Rev. Rowland Hill, the sixth son of Sir
the constant objects of his pious solicitude John’s College, Cambridge.

Rowland Hill, Baronet, of Hawkstone, was born were
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a nobleman of piety, much respected at Hawk- quet, at St. Werburghs, to a large congregation— flow of his animated conversation. After a day’s
exertions, which would hare completely prostrat
stone, defended his views and acted as a check to Come out from among them, &c. 2 Cor. vi. 17, 18
ed the strength of an ordinary man, he appeared
somewhat
assisted.
”
his opposers. When he entered the university,
In the autumn of this year, Mr. Rowland Hill unconscious of the slightest fatigue; and when
Mr. Rowland Hill soon encountered the contempt
he had expected to find there; and frequently has received from Mr. Ryland, junior, of Northamp supper was at an end, he became unusually comhe said that he was merely on the account ot his ton afterwards the well-known Dr. Ryland of municative and entertaining, and would tell of his
religion such a marked and hated person, that no Bristol, accounts of the great success which had preaching adventures, declare the experience of
body in the college ever gave him a cordial smile, followed his visit to that place and country in the his own mind, and enliven the social circle with
except the old shoe-black at the gate, who had spring. He mentions in his letter the names and j remarks and anecdotes, given in a manner such as
religious state of several of his converts, and ob those only who knew him in retirement can pOsthe love of Christ in his heart.
serves
—“ If this will not excite you to hasten ! sibly conceive; and this perhaps after' four ser
His whole soul was bent on promoting the
hither, I do not know what will.” He adds, mons preached to assembled thousands, with an
growth ol piety in himself and others, and he
of manner and power of voice of the most
was made instrumental in awakening an anxiety “ Ilervey goes on well—he supped here last energy
extraordinary nature. Suddenly, when all the
night.
Dear
Mr.
Newton
preaches
at
Collingtree
about eternal concerns in the minds of some few
of his fellow-students. Amongst these were his to-day. We have two or three godly old women party were raised to the highest pitch of interest,
friends Pentycross, Simpson, Robinson, and others dying; one poor lad went to Wesley’s out of cu he asked “ what’s o’clock ?” and, finding it was
who were imbued with the same spirit of zeal, riosity, and has been half in despair for a while late, he would exclaim—“ dearest me, only think
though they did not possess his fire, energy, and through their falling away doctrine.” “They at of that—it is time for all Methodist preachers to
unflinching boldness. But his assiduous efforts tend,” he says, with much candour, “at our place be in bed I am sure”—then, after his night’s rest,
were not confined to the gownsmen ot the uni except the fourth, whose relations at Kettering he began the next day with the same ardour as
versity;—he visited the jail, and the sick, and were frightened at too much predestination, too ever in the service of God.
He vvas, after his marriage, accompanied by
commenced preaching in several places in Cam much water, too much Methodism, and the en
bridge, and in the adjacent villages. This unusu couragement of lay preachers, so they could not Mrs. Hill on most of his preaching expeditions,
al proceeding in an undergraduate brought down be easy with his coming to us, and he goes to and very cheerfully did she share in all the diffi
on him the severest censure from his college, and Castle Hill; but he is a very good lad, and goes culties and privations which attended him in his
extraordinary career ; and never upon any occa
insults from the populace of the town; the re on well."
Having received a promise from the Bishop of sion in the course of their union of more than half
cords of which still remain in his own hand-writ
ing, in a sort of irregular diary, which he heads, Carlisle that he would ordain him priest, Mr. Row a century, placed the slightest obstacle in the way
“ Parts of Scripture expounded at different pla land Hill obtained a letter dismissory to his lord- of what her husband considered his positive duty
ces, what time, and what success.” It begins ship from the Bishop of Bath and Wells ; but he as a minister of Christ.
with “Tuesday, Nov. 26, (1766) at Chesterton,-,- excused himself by saying that he had received
This year as has been noticed in a brief quota
on Matt. vii. 14, Enter in at the strait gate, &c. an order from the archbishop of his province, not tion from his diary, Mr. Rowland Hill lost his mo
&c.; there was much disturbance, but much less to admit him to a further grade in the Church, on ther, Lady Hill. No one of his family was so
than was expected—some enlargement.” A num account of his perpetual irregularity, and that he strongly opposed as she was to the course he was
ber of texts, with the names of places, follow considered himself bound to obey it. Thus end pursuing. The choice of the first text he preach
this entry without any remarks of particular in ed his hopes and attempts to get into full orders. ed from after her decease was remarkably char
This disappointment is only slightly noticed in
terest: he mentions, however, in one case, avast
acteristic of him; it was 2 Sam. xxiii. 5.—Although
concourse of people at the castle, and comfort his diary:—“Missing of full orders, with a letter my house be not so with God, yet he hath made with
dismissory from the Bishop of Bath and Wells to
to himself in preaching to them.
me an everlasting covenant, ordered in all things and
the Bishop of Carlisle, I thought it was my duty
Not only were all the energies of Mr. Rowland
sure—an evident allusion to the religious differ
Hill's own mind at this period directed to the again to begin my public labours as usual.”
This important year Mr. Rowland Hill closed, ences existing between himself and those of his
object of preaching Christ, but he had been the
house, a circumstance well known to the congre
great activity, n the metropolis and its vicinity.
by
means also of communicating to some of his fel
gation of the Tabernacle before which he preach
low-students, and others a portion of his ardent His journal contans, however, scarcely any thing ed. The greit secret, perhaps, of the amazing
zeal. They had formed a little society, of which but the texts he preached from, with here and effect of his preaching was its being all nature.—
he was the leader; and he urged them on in pur there a remark—as, “ Friday, first time at Rich He generally chose the subject which impressed
mond, in the old play house.” “ Wednesday, and affected his own mind at the moment, and dis
suit of the one end they had in view, through heard
of the death ot my dear mother; she died
every possible barrier that was cast before them.
Friday, Dec. 17th, at half past eleven.” “ My coursed on it as he hit, not as he had previously
He was assailed on all sides. His father and mo
first charity sermon at St. Mary Aldermary.”— thought; and thus or. every occasion, whether
ther were decidedly opposed to his career, and
“ Dec. 31st, Greenwich, a concluding sermon joyous or grievous, he found his way to hearts
his superiors in the university condemned, in the
for the old year, Behold, lam vile, Job xl. 4. Good whose strings vibrated in unison with those of his
strongest terms, his infringements of discipline. congregations here.”
j own. Sheridan used to say of him, I “go to hear
Hints of a refusal of testimonials, and even de
Rowland Hill because his '<leas come red-hot
As he attracted larger numbers at this time than ji from
the heart.” Never vVas there a truer de
gree, were held out as the probable result of his
any
other
person, he was much pressed to preach
irregularities, but in vain. To preach Christ he
scription of the preaching of any minister; he
was resolved; and it was not his natural disposi charity sermons in the Churches in London, in spoke as he felt; and the tears he shed, and the
tion to yield to any intimidating menaces, nor vitations which he always accepted with great smiles that beamed upon his countenance, soon
readiness; and to the end of his life nothing cave
could he see, that, by his present departure from
him more exquisite pleasure than being asked to “wakened up their fellows”in the listening throng
the regulations of the university, he was throw preach
in a Church, and nothing caused him such that heard him. After one sermon, m which he
ing any obstacle in the way of his future useful
evident mortification as a refusal to allow him to had poured forth the experience of his pious soul
ness. The stigmas and censures cast on him he
in expressing the exulting feelings of the Chris
considered as honours of the highest order; and officiate in an Episcopal place of worship. lie tian’s joy, Mr. Ambrose Serie came into the ves
expulsion, or refusal of any university privilege, used often to say—“ Good Mr.------asked me to try of Surry Chapel, and seizing him by the hand
would only have driven him at once, to other come and see him, but he will not let me preach exclaimed—“Oh, my dear sir, if we are so happy
scenes of labour, and not to desponding silence in his Church; I go nowhere where I cannot I now, what shall we be a hundred thousand years
and obscure repose. Besides the inclination of preach, and I do not choose to hurt his mind J,y hence in heaven ?” And on another occasion Dr.
his own zealous and fervent disposition, he was preaching in a meeting-house while on a visit to Milner, the celebrated dean of Carlisle, was so
him.” Sometimes, when mentioning books con
under the influence of a master spirit of no ordina
taining
strictures on the establishment, he would worked upon that he went to him and said—“Mr.
ry mould; he was encouraged in his course, when
exclaim
—
“ I don’t like thatbook, it is full of bigot- Hill, Mr. Hill, I felt to-day—’tis this slap-dash
ever difficulties appeared before him, by the stir
ted
railing
against the Church.” Nothing made preaching, say what they will, that does all the
ring letters of Whitefield.
good.” The elements of our nature remain un
him more indignant than being calleda dissenter.—
Mr. J1ill's Ordination.
“ 1 am not,” he would say ; “ the Church turned changed after the highest refinement and cultiva
On the twenty-third of May, 1773, Mr. Row me off, and not I her—I confess I like a little more tion of the understanding; and the same genuine
land Hill was married at Mary-le-bone Church, liberty than she allows, and thank God, I can ask feelings which touched the hearts of these highly
and went immediately with Mrs. Hill into Somer great Dr. Chalmers, and great Dr. Morrison, and gifted men in Mr. Rowland Hill’s riper age, was
setshire, where he was ordained deacon, on the others, when they come to London, to preach in the secret which attracted the spell-bound multi
Trinity Sunday following by Dr. Wills, the aged Surry Chapel pulpit”—and then he would add, tudes who followed him in his youthful days.
Bishop of Bath and Wells. His title to orders with his own indescribably arch look—“ I suppose
H E L I G I O U S.
was the parish of Kingston in that county, and they would not let St. Raul, if he was to come
his stipend forty pounds a year. His own record upon earth now, preach in his own cathedral;
From the Albany Journal and Telegraph.
of his entrance into the Church is in these words— but I really do not think it would produce an
recollections of the past.
“On Trinity Sunday, June 6th, through the kind earthquake if he did.” He was, soon after his
Mine has been a chequered life, and in its course
and unexpected interposition of Providence, was ordination, often preaching by dawn of day, and
I ordained by the Bishop of Bath and Wells with the shades of evening would close over him en-! 1 have had opportunities for becoming acquainted
out any promise or condition whatever." lie pro gaged in the same exercise, at a distance, per with almost every variety of character, both in
ceeds—“Tuesday, June 8th, preached my first haps of many miles from the scene of his morn the church and out of it. The sum of my observa
sermon at Bristol in a Church, for dear Mr. Rou- ing labours. When night came, instead of being tions has led me to adopt the opinion, that though
tired, his spirits seemed to rise to their greatest there is in the church of Christ in the present
height, and he allowed them full vent in the over age, much real piety, yet that there is also much
| A village near Cambridge.

winch the apostle Paul, were he on earth, would
condemn as anti-christian, and as savoring more ias been the case of all my own trouble—the trou sinner.” These were his last words. His soul
ble of my family and the trouble I have brought was soon at the bar of a righteous God.
Y.
of the world, than of Christ.
I called to l.is remembrance
1 once knew a man who was apparently one of upon the church.
the most zealous Christians I ever saw. In prayer the morning when he came into my room and
For the Gambier Observer.
he was fervent, appropriate and edifying; in ex drank whiskey helore sunrise. “I recollect it, ! REV. MR. CLARK’S CONVOCATION,SERMONand
then
I
was
more
than
a
moderate
drinker.
I
hortation, instructive, and pointed; in Christian
CLERICAL CONVOCATIONS.
knew I was going fast, but I always flattered my
abors abundant, and faithful, and judicious. At self I could leave off when I pleased. The Tem
Among the most successful methods of reviv
that tune he was, I used to think, the most holy
ing, strengthening, and enlarging the church, we
perance Society has redeemed me.”
man I ever saw. He not unfrequently spent whole
I never shall forget the old revolutionary soldier : esteem those clerical associations which among us
nights in prayer, and his spiritual joys were so or the anguish of his dying bed. He had fought are denominated Convocations. Allow me to state
great, that he seemed to walk in the third heaven in many battles of the revolution, anti could show 1 briefly, at this time in what way Clerical Convo
and to dwell in the perpetual light of God’s coun the scars of wounds received in the defence of his cations are admirably calculated, under the divine
tenance. lohave doubted even for a moment country’s rights. Hours have I sat listening to blessing, to extend the church and revive true re
his piety would have been to discredit the most his tales of hair breadth ’scapes, and of the toils ligion.
decisive evidence. Years passed on. The man and fortunes of war, when the “old man would
1. I remark, that Convocations are calculated
entered into business—speculated largely-^made shoulder his staff and fight his battles o’er again.” to produce this effect, by the influence they exert
money—grew extravagant in his person and fami I he old soldier was awfully profane—literally so. upon the clergy who are thus associated together.
ly'—failed—was convicted of a gross act of fraud, I never saw his equal for swearing new and strange It is a truth, in reference to the Christian minis
and falsehood—made his confession to the church oaths——such I am sure as never men used before try, of which we cannot be too frequently remind
and removed to a distant part of the country.__ or since. Soon after I saw him the first time, he ed, that “tve have this treasure in earthen vessels."
Here his zeal in religion again burst forth with in was awakened during the progress of a revival of Ministers, like other men, are frail, fallible, and
creased brightness—he prayed, he exhorted, he religion in that place to a deep sense of his lost full of infirmities. While wholly intent upon guid
labored—and his reputation for more than ordina situation as a sinner—an old and hardened sin ing others in the way, they may neglect their own
ry piety was firmly established. All this while ner—a profane sinner—a drunkard, for such he souls. And, alas! I often fear that in the end
he was successful in business—prospered exceed was—and dreadful was his distress and anguish. I it will appear that many ministers have been like
ingly and amassed property. Again he became often thought when I saw his terror of soul, and the hand on the guide-board, which faithfully
extravagant, traded beyond his means became in heard his agony and saw the big tears chasing points out the way to the city, but never advan
volved, fell into sin and departed to another part down his furrowed cheeks, that he afforded a live ces one step towards it. For their own eternal
of the country. He had always, according to the ly picture of the agonies those endure who suffer safety, it is of infinite importance, that ministers
custom of those days drank temperately, and saw the second death. The old man had a praying should seek to have the life or God in their own
no danger. Now he drank more and more, till wife—a godly woman—and many a night when souls. Their usefulness to others will also keep
he became a sot, a swearer, a sabbath-breaker, he had driven her from her house in his drunken pace with their own advancement in personal piety.
an adulterer and a vagabond. If he is yet in this fits, has she retired to the barn and spent the
These meetings to which we refer, have a di
world of hope and of probation, he is a wanderer hours of darkness in praying for her poor un rect tendency to promote among the clergy, in
upon the face of the earth, one of the veriest godly, swearing, drunken husband. And now in an eminent degree, personal piety. Having come
wretches with whose presence our country is his hour of distress his praying wife did not neg together, not only to speak as they usually do to
disgraced and cursed. Deep were the wounds lect him. Her supplications and tears for his congregations, but to bring their own souls to the
his conduct inflicted upon the cause of religion. salvation were constant—unremitting, and after a mercy seat for a blessing, as they pour out their
Let all remember, that only he who perseveres to time apparently answered. I say apparently, and hearts in fervent prayer for each other, the fire kin
the reason will presently appear. I had forgot dles within, and the Holy Ghost comes down with
the end shall be saved.
I knew a man, likewise a professor of religion, ten to say, that twenty five years before this time renewed power upon their souls. These sweet sea
and an elder in the Presbyterian church. It was of which I am writing, the old soldier was a pro sons of conference, and prayer which they spend
an infant church, and Elder B. was considered fessor of religion; but for his ungodliness was ex together, draw them nearer to each other, and to
one of its pillars. There was much in his char communicated from the church. After a season Christ, and tend greatly to elevate the tone of
acter which was admirable—firm in his purpose— of unutterable distress which continued for I their own piety, and further their advancement in
ever ready to act—willing to bestow liberally of think fifteen or twenty days the old man indulged the divine life.
his substance—of a strong mind—generous even a hope of forgiveness—a hope however which of
By these interviews, also they are made to feel
to a fault—devotedly pious—-a great friend of ten disappeared behind the clouds of desponden more deeply the tremendous responsibility that
ministers—all this was well, and greatly endeared cy. After about a year’s trial of his faith and rests upon them. They hear from their brethren,
him to his religious friends. Months before I continuance in the hope of the gospel, the church what means have been used, aqd what efforts have
became acquainted with him personally, I had of which he was once a member, was informed of been put forth to bring sinners to Christ, and how
learned it in part but not entirely. Providence led his reformation and his repentance, and upon his God is blessing those means and efforts. They
me to visit .the town where he resided. I called transmitting to them a very full and frank con are often thus led to accuse themselves of unfaith
to pass the night with him. His conversation was fession, he was restored, and the time was appoint fulness, and solemnly to resolve to begin anew to
seasoned with grace—I was much pleased with ed for his reception into the church in the town labor for the Redeemer. As each minister is call
him. I retired to rest. In the morning by the of his residence. Now mark the crisis. The day ed upon to give account of the spiritual state
time that it was light, I was awakened by some before he was to be received he fell in company of his parish, he is thus every month strikingly
one silently entering my room. I opened my with some of the members of the church with reminded of the account which he will have at
eves but was perfectly silent. I saw the elder go which he was about uniting, who persuaded him last to render at the bar of God. They are thus
to a cupboard, take down a decanter of liquor and to drink a little spirit, as it was cold and he had made to feel, that their great business is to win
freely drink. I was then, as I am now a cold wa some distance to walk. He complied—-he drank souls to Christ; and that however prosperous their
ter man, and from that hour I resolved to mark once—twice—till he was drunken, and on his way parishes in external appearance—however numer
the elder’s future course. I did so and was plac home, staggered by the door of his minister.— ous the congregations that attend upon their min
ed in a situation where I could do it fully and ef The old man immediately went back to bis drink istrations—it is of no avail, unless they are suc
fectually- Three months did not pass before a ing—to his swearing—to bis abuse of his praying cessful in saving the souls of men.
complaint against the elder was presented to the wife—and to his defiance of the God of Heaven.
These considerations cannot fail to lead every
session ; not for drinking, but for sabbath break Poor man 1 his sun was almost set. His glass was ambassador for Christ to make supplication to the
ing of a heinous degree. He was very angry- almost run. A few trembling sands alone re Lord in earnest and agonizing prayer, that he will
refused to submit to the judgment of hisbrethren- mained. Six months he continued to drink, and condescend to pour out the Holy Spirit upon the
carried the case to Presbytery and being there swear, and provoke God to anger. He then was people among whom he is laboring. Under the
condemned; and the decisions of the session affirm laid upon the bed of sickness. It was his last influence of such views, under the pressure of such
ed he yielded and made his confession. Soon sickness, and his dying bed. Conscience once ' feelings, hiswill be the determination of Jacob at
after I learned from the wife of the only merchant more awoke and it was with dreadful energy that I Peniel, “I will not let thee go, except thou bless
in town, that the elder had purchased and car she uttered her remonstrances and her accusations. 1 me”-Aw, the impassioned entreaty of Rachel, “give
ried home a barrel of whiskey. In a few months His agony was terrible. His spirit was crushed I me children”—give me souls for hire, “or else I
another complaint for slander came before the ses- beneath it; and he often groaned out “ It is a ! die!” The salutary influence thus silently exert• f
FlderB. Long and severe were the fearful thing to fall into the hands of the living jedupon the clergy will be immense—and eterniSsX infant church endured on that occasion, God.” His physician gave him no hopes of re I ty alone can disclose the unmeasured good that
L r allv the elder submitted. For five subse- covery, and the violence of his disorder, and the 1 will flow from this influence.
bU t vears every few months Elder B. was called anguish of his tnind soon brought him to the very
2. Clerical Convocations are calculated under
gates of death.—But who can tell the agony of
ythe church session, till at. length he was
God, to produce the happiest effects, by the inhis
mind?
His
cries
for
mercy
and
pardon,
to
bef !dcd from his office, for abuse to his wife
! fluence they exert, indirectly upon all the parishes
suspended
he j e ofayearhewas re- this hour, ring in my ears. Prayer was made with i that are represented, and directly upon the conand familygubm'ission. About out ceasing, in his behalf.—An hour before he ; cregation in which the Convocation is convened.*
stored upo
the Temperance Society, and died, as I sat by his side, I asked him of his prosthat time
J
r after that event> j caHed [ pects__“ Dark, dreadfully dark,” was his reply.
* The most conclusive arguments arc facts. Since theesin the course
<■ X
kin„ of tbe sins into which I told him he could live but a short time longer— i tablishment of our Convocation, there has been scarcely an
Oh!” said he, “I cannot die so! 1 cannot | instance of any parish, in which it has met, where there have
^ nd°S?en “ MY friend,” said he, “I have jI “
die without pardon! God be merciful to me, a 1 not been immediately succeeding it, evident signs of increased

Just etlped ’a drunkard's grave.

Ardent sp.nt
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the worth of their own souls, their anxiety is
The intelligence brought home by the pastor people who have thus stirred themselves up to awakened for the salvation of their fellow-men.
take
hold
of
the
strength
of
the
Almighty.
He
in reference to the state of the churches gener
But missionary operations were especially contem
ally, cannot fail to interest each congregation. sees that their walk now is close with God their plated in the organization of these associations—
consciences,
tender
—
their
love
tor
sinners,
great
—
And if in any particular parish, the power of God
To supply the destitute with the bread of life—to
has been specially manifest in the conversion of their readiness to make sacrifices for Christ, mani publish the glad tidings of salvation to those who
sinners, these tidings will awaken sensations of fest, and, as a natural consequence, “ their peace,
are groping their benighted way to eternal death,
deep and thrilling interest; and arouse in every like a flowing stream. ’ And soon the language
bosom a more earnest and fervent spirit of prayer. of many, who had previously been walking in is one essential feature in this system of convoca
'Phe pastor himself who for several days has been the broad way will be, “we will go with you, for tions. At our meetings from month to month,
one part of our busines is to consult in reference
on the holy mount, who has felt his heart drawn we have heard that God is with you.
to Christ with new chords of love, and seen more ; Secondly; A blessing may be expected from to the best interests of Zion, and the enlarge
fully the awful responsibility that rests upon him— ' the united pravers of the ministers of Christ.—— ment of her borders—to offer up our united pray
when he now returns to his people, anointed, as , One part of their purpose in coming together, is ers for wisdom, guidance, and direction in this
it were, afresh, his heart burning with intense love to beseech the Most High to look in mercy upon matter—to hear the reports of our missionaries—
for immortal souls—and his determination “ to this particular portion of his vineyard. Thus as to learn what succe s has attended their labors—
labor in season and out of season, to spend and sembled in one place, they unitedly look up to to ascertain what new fields of labor are open, and
be spent in the cause of Christ,” more solemnly the divine throne for a special blessing upon the to see what means can be devised, for immediately
and unchangeably formed—when the pastor thus souls around them, and upon him who ministers to occupying this waste and uncultivated ground—
comes to his people from one of these happy these souls in holy things, remembering this pro and rolling onward the stream of life in a broader
meetings and holy interviews, his labors cannot mise of their Saviour—“ I say unto you, that if and deeper channel, across the moral desert that
fail to be blessed—the message he delivers to his two of you shall agree on earth as touching any stretches around us.
These are the great designs connected with
flock cannot fail to thrill their hearts with deep thing that ye shall ask, it shall be done for them of
my Father which is in heaven”—upon this one our Convocation. In relation to their feasibility,
feeling.*
An influence deep and powerful, is exerted thing, that they will cry unto God continually, allow me to state one fact. Scarcely a year and a
directly upon the parish in which the Convoca for a divine blessing upon that parish—whether half has elapsed, since I came into this diocese,
convened together or in retirement. Yes, they and I have had an opportunity of witnessing the
tion is held—and this in a variety of ways.
have solemnly agreed before God, that the cause progress and influence of this Convocation. Its
In the first place, by the preparation of heart
of that people shall lie continually upon their history during this period, is instructive and full
which they themselves make, in order to receive
of interest. Upon my first acquaintance with
a divine blessing. Knowing that they must look hearts—that they will pray without ceasing for this association, it was sustaining one missionary—
the
outpouring
of
the
blessed
Spirit.
to the Most High for every spiritual blessing—
Thirdly. We have aright to expect a special now, it is sustaining six, who are laboring within
that the voices of the most talented, learned and
the bounds of this State; and to sustain these,
eloquent preachers will fall upon their ear with blessing will attend the ministrations of the word it is necessary to raise annually, not less than two
during
these
seasons.
Often
the
good
impressions
as little force and effect as the- unmeaning mur
thousand dollars. At three of these stations,
mur of the distant water-fall, unless God is pre- , that are made on the Lord’s day, are completely churches are already erected,’ and will soon be
effaced
before
the
return
of
another
Sabbath.
—
sent to send home the truth to the heart, and
able to provide for the maintenance of their own
write it in living characters upon the conscience— But on these occasions, one impression is followed
Pastor. From several of these fields of missiona
realizing this truth, as many in that parish as love up by another, and another, till the Spirit of God
ry labor we have had the most cheering accounts
the Lord Jesus Christ, will humble themselves fastens the convictions of truth, as with an ada
that the great Lord of the harvest has been ex
before God, and unitedly intreat Him to come mantine chain, around the heart—the sinner
tending to the laborers striking tokens of his ap
down with his mighty power into their midst—to feels that there is a barbed arrow in his bosom,
probation. In three places, at least, where our
pour out in copious effusion, the showers of his which no hand can extract, but that of the omni
heavenly grace—to bless the means which are potent Jesus. Heretofore; the pastor has stood missionaries are laboring, and where, previous to
our occupancy of the ground, there had been no
about to be put forth, with a view to reclaim the up, as it were, alone. When he depicted the ter
sinful, and spread abroad the glory of his own rors of a coming judgment—when he sought to regular or stated ministrations, and where nothing
great name. From the private and family altar carry his hearers up the burning side of Mount but moral death reigned around on every side—in
as well as from the little groups convened for pur Sinai, and show them the fearful penalty resulting three such places, at least, the community has ap
poses of social prayer, will go up in strains of from the violated obligations of the divine law— parently awoke to a sense of the iinportanec of
warm and burning devotion, the heart-felt petition when he plainly told them, that until they fled to eternal things. Many have been led to inquire,
that the Most High will prepare his ministers to Christ by an operative faith they were living and “ What must I do to be saved?” and a goodly
‘'come to them in the fulness of the blessing of acting under the withering frown of Almighty number have, as we tiust, been already converted
the gospel of Christ”—that their hearts may be God, and going swiftly onward to the chambers to God. The work isxtill going on : and under
warm with the love of God and the love of souls— of eternal death—they were led to look upon him the regular ministrations they now enjoy, the hope
and that their words may be to their hearers “like with suspicion, as though he were “beside him is cherished, that there w'Jl be a great in-gather
as fire, and like a hammer that breaketh the self”—as though “ much learning had made him ing of souls into the garner of the Lord. Now look
rock in pieces.” These prayers will be offered mad.” But when on these occasions, his brethren at this fact. See what, underthe blessing of God
in faith—a divine blessing will be confidently stand at his side, and bear the name testimony— has been done in one year. See what a powerexpected. And was it ever known, that God uttering the same awful truths, and pointing to lul, prodigious moral engine, the Almighty has
disappointed those who looked to him for a spirit the word of God in proof of all they say—these put into our hands, and then consider how great
ual blessing in faith ? Did he ever say “to the sceptical hearers begin reluctantly to see and ad will be our guilt, if we do not turh them to the
seed of Jacob, seek ye me in vain?” No, God is mit that these are “the words of truth and sober best account. We have not yet developed one
everlastingly true to his own word. Those ear ness.” This concession once made, the convic half of our resources. Our churches have not
nest prayers which have gone up perfumed with tion flashes upon them, “ lam standing on the yet done one half of what they are able. 0 let
th e incense of the Saviour's intercession, will un brink of perdition, and unless I immediately es those who encircle our altars from month to month
lock the windows of heaven, and bring down a cape, I am lost forever.” Thus, often, have these to pledge anew their allegiance to Christ, remem
glorious blessing from on high. Even were there efforts been productive of the happiest results, ber that God has said, “The silver and the gold
no immediate conversions—who can tell how large and led to the salvation of immortal souls. God is mine.” Let them reflect that they have been
a harvest will ultimately be gathered from such a has owned and blessed these united labors of his bought with the precious blood of Christ. Let
faithful preparation of the ground! How de ministers. The careless have been awakened, the them in view of their infinite obligations to their
lightful for a minister of Christ to labor among a impenitent aroused, and the sorrowing led to the Redeemer—in view of precious immortal souls
descending into the bottomless abyss, with the pi
feet of Jesus.—But,
3. We must not forget the influence which Con teous, thrilling cry, “Come over and help us —
spiritual life and improvement. There has been a greater
readiness manifested to engage in the great benevolent opera vocations are calculated to exert in establishing in view of the solemn account to be rendered
tions of the day, especially in the cause of missions as con new churches, and supplying those which are before the tribunal of Christ—let them say whenected with our own church—The slumbering have been destitute of religious instruction, with the minis ther they cannot do more than they have alrean
aroused to effort and action, and ministers have become ani- I
mated with a new spirit of zeal, while their hearts have been trations of the gospel. It would be wonderful, done for the cause of their Divine Master .
if, when the hearts of those who serve at the altar
knit together in firmer bonds of affection.
PRINCIPLES OF MORALITY.
were warmed into holy love, and congregation
[♦ The beneficial influence of the Rhode-lsland Convocation
“Respecting the often discussed question whe
after
congregation
were
aroused
to
a
deep
and
upon the spiritual interests of the parishes connected with it
abiding interest in eternal things—it would be ther extorted promises are binding there has been
is apparent from the following facts which we gather from the
Journal of the last Convention in that state: we understand !I wonderful, I say if no thoughts should be turned suspect, a general want of advertence to one im
j toward immortal souls, who are on the brink of portant point. What is an extorted promise / /
that 12 of the fourteen clergymen in that state are members !
eternal ruin—especially such as do not enjoy the by an extorted promise is meant a promise that
of the Convocation representing twelve out of thirteen parish- ' blessing of a preached gospel. If clerical convo made involuntarily, without the concurrence o
es, one of the clergy having no parish under his charge. From 1 cations do exert the vivifying influence, which has the will; if it is the effect of any ungoverna e
the statistical reports made from the twelve parishes to the con ! been ascribed to them, we should naturally con impulse, and made without the consciousness o
vention it appears that the average number of baptisms the j clude, even if this result had not been contemplat the party,—then is it not a promise. This may
past year has been 20; the average number of confirmations I ed in their original organization, that they would happen. Fear or agitation may be so great t ia
21; and of additions to the communion 19. It should be necessarily awaken a missionary spirit, and lead a person really does not know what he sav o’’
borne in mind that seteral of these churches have not been in to the adoption of efficient measures to advance does; and in such a case a man's promises do no
existence longer than one or two years.—Ed. Obs.J
the missionary cause. For, as soon as men feel bind him any more than the promises of a ma
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,n a .fi1
insanity. But if by an “extorted” whether it is probable the buyer wants it for a
A SCENE IN A STEAM BOAT.
promise it is only meant that very powerful in proper purpose. If he does sell it, he cautions The following is a sketch of an aetual occurrence which
ducements were held ou to making it inducements the buyer to keep it where others cannot have took place on board a steamboat which left New.York toward
close of the anniversary week in May last. The sketch is
however which did not take away the power of access to it; and before he delivers the packet the
from the pen of an eye witness.
choice,—then these promises are in strictness vol legibly inscribes it, Poison. One of these men
“ We had religious services on board the-------untary, and, like all other voluntary engagements, sells poison to the body, and the other poison to
they ought to be fulfilled. But perhaps fulfilment the mind.—It the anxiety and caution of the drug the evening we left New York. We were favor
itself unlawful. Then you may not fulfil it.__ gist is right, the indifference of the bookseller ed with the company of several distinguished gen
1 he evil consists in' making such engagements. must be wrong. Add to which, that the druggist tlemen, both clergymen and laymen, and the
having been mentioned, it was publicly
It will be said, a robber threatened to take my would not sell arsenic at all if it were not some meeting
announced by the Hon.-------- in a manner at
life unless I would promise to reveal the place times useful; but to what readers can a vicious once dignified and conciliatory. The Rev. Dr.----where my neighbour’s money was deposited__ book be useful?
had the direction of the meeting, and during the
Ought I not to make the promise in order to save
Suppose for a moment that no printer would whole course of it exhibited his usual benignity
my life ? No. Here, in reality, is the origin of
of character, and impressiveness of manner.—
the diHiculties and the doubts. To rob your commit such a book to his press, and that no book Several gentlemen took part in the services. One
seller would sell it, the consequence would be
neighbour is criminal; to enable another man to
address made in the course of the evening, excit
rob him is criminal too. Instead therefore of that nine-tenths of these manuscripts would be ed great interest. Rev. Mr.-------- , being re
thrown into the fire, or rather they would nevei
discussing the obligation of “extorted” promises, have been written. The inference is obvious ; and quested to address the meeting alluded to the in
we should consider whether such promis.es may
surely it is not needful again to enforce the con teresting meetings we had attended in New York,
lawfully be made. The prospect of saving life is sideration that although your refusal might not and said he would tell a story which he knew to
one of the utmost inducements to make them ; and prevent vicious books from being published, you be true respecting a soldier in the British army,
yet among those things which weaie to hold sub are not therefore exempted from the obligation especially as it would corroborate statements made
servient to our Christian fidelity is our “ own life to refuse. A man must do his c^uty, whether the at the anniversaries in favour of Christian missions.
also.”—If, however, giving way to the weakness effects of his fidelity be such as he would desire This soldier had been religiously educated but had
of nature, a person makes the promise, he should or not. Such purity of conduct might no doubt broken away from the restraints of parental au
regulate iiis performance by the ordinary prin circumscribe a man’s business, and so does purity thority and become the slave of vice. He be
ciples. Fulfil the promise, unless fulfilment be of conduct in some other professions; but if this longed to, a regiment that was ordered to India.
wrong ; and if in estimating the propriety of ful be a sufficient excuse for contributing to demoral The speaker sketched in a vivid manner the
filling it, any difficulty arises, it must be charged ize the world, if profit be a justification of a de course of this youth through various scenes of
not to the imperfection of moral principles, but to parture from rectitude, it will be easy to defend hardship, of peril, and of sin; told his feelings in
the entawglement in which we involve ourselves the business of a pickpocket.
regard to his state as a sinner when on the eve of
battle; traced him from place to place, until he
by having begun to deviate from rectitude. If we
I know that the principles of conduct which came into the neighborhood of a Missionary sta
had not. unlawfully made the promise, we should
have had no difficulty in ascertaining our subse these paragraphs recommend lead to grave prac tion. Here he heard the gospel, the Missionary
quent duty. The traveller who does not desert the tical consequences; I know that they lead to the sought his acquaintance, and his faithful labors
the proper road easily finds his way; he who once conclusion that the business of a printer or book were blessed in the hopeful conversion of the
loses sight of it has many difficulties in returning. seller as it is ordinarily conducted, is not consist young soldier to God. Every incident in the nar
The history of that good man John Fletcher ent with Christian uprightness. A man may car ration was clothed with interest, and the feelings
(La Fletcher) affords an example to our purpose. ry on a business in select works; and this, by among the hearers continued to rise as one fact
Fletcher had a brother, De Gons, and a nephew, some conscientious persons, is really done. In the after another was related: and when the speaker
a profligate youth. This youth came one day to present state of the press, the difficulty of obtain said that the soldier at length became a minister
ing a considerable business as a bookseller with of the Gospel, and now has the unspeakable sat
his uncle De Gons, and holding up a pistol, de out
circulating injurious works may frequently be isfaction of addressing this congregation, the in
clared he would instantly shoot him if he did not
great, and it is in consequence of this difficulty terest, in my own case at least, as one of the hear
give him an order for five hundred crowns. De
that we see so few booksellers among the Qua
Gons in terror gave it; and the nephew then, un kers. The few who do conduct the business gen ers became almost too intense to be suppressed.
der the same threat, required him solemnly to pro erally reside in large towns, where the demand You can better imagine than I describe the impres
mise that he would not prosecute him ; and De for all books is so great that a person can pro sion made on the assembly. Great satisfaction
Gons made the promise accordingly. This is what cure a competent income though he excludes the was expressed by all in view of the meeting.
“ May not similar services be often had in steam
is called an extorted promise, and an extorted gift.
boats, if Christian passengers would do their flu
How in similar circumstances did Fletcher act? bad.
He who is more studious to justify his conduct ty ?”—Sailor Magazine.
This youth afterwards went to him, told him of
the present, which De Gons had made, and show than to act aright may say that if a person may
The grand design of all false religions is to patch
ed him the order. Fletcher suspected some fraud sell no book that can injure another, he can scarce
and thinking it right to prevent its success, he put ly sell any book.—The answer is, that although up a self-righteousness for the justification of a
the order inSiis pocket? It was at the risk of his there must be some difficulty in discrimination, sinner before God. The Christian religion feachlife. The young man instantly presented his pis though a bookseller cannot always inform himself eth us to seek justification before God by the im
tol declaring that he would fire if he did not de what the precise tendency of a book is,—yet there putation of Christ’s righteousness to us upon our
liver it up —Fletcher did not submit to the extor can be no difficulty in judging respecting num believing on him , which righteousness purchaseth
tion • he told him that his life was secure under berless books, that their tendency is bad. If we for us not only pardon of sin, but also grace and
the protection of God, refused to deliver up the cannot define the precise distinction between the glory. The true and proper imputation of Christ's
order, and severely remonstrated with h.s nephew good and the evil, we can nevertheless perceive righteousness is the act of God as a judge ac
on his profligacy. The young naan was restrained the evil when it has attained to a certain extent. cepting the righteousness of Christ for a believ •
He who cannot distinguish day from evening can er, as such a righteousness as that law which is
and softened; and before he left h.s uncle, gave
the rule of judgment requires for the justification
him many assurances that he would amend his distinguish it from night.
The case of the proprietors of common circulat of a sinner. The denial of a believer’s justifi
life. De Gons might have been perplexed with
doubts as to the obligation of Ins‘extorted pro ing libraries is yet more palpable : because the cation by such an imputation of Christ’s rightmajority of the books which they contain inflict ousness to him stabs the very heart of Chris
mise : Fletcher could have no doubts to solve.
injury upon their readers. How it happens that tianity, and destroys all true revealed religion.—
persons of respectable character, and who join Glascock.
“ I stand in a bookseller’s shop, and observe his with others in lamenting the frivolity, and worse
customers successively coming in. One orders than frivolty of the age, nevertheless daily and
Constantine, when he was chosen emperor,
a lexicon, and one a work of scurrilous infidelity ; hourly contribute to the mischief without any found several Christians in office; and issued an
one Captain Cook’s Voyages, and one a new li apparent consciousness of inconsistency, it is dif edict requiring them to renounce their faith or
centious romance. If the bookseller takes and ficult to explain. A person establishes, perhaps quit their places. Most of them gave up their of
executes all these orders with the same willing one of these libraries for the first time in a coun fices to preserve their consciences—but some
ness, I cannot but perceive that there is an incon try town. He supplies the younger and less busy cringed, and renounced Christianity. When the
sistency, an incompleteness, in his moral princi part of its inhabitants with a source of moral emperor had thus made full proof of their disposi
ples of action. Perhaps this person is so con injury from which hitherto they had been exempt. tions and character, he removed all who thus
scious of the mischievous effects of such books, The girl who till now possessed sober views of basely complied with his supposed wishes, and
that he would not allow them in the hands of his life, he teaches to dream of the extravagances retained the others; saying, “that those who
children, nor suffer them to be seen on his par of love; he familiarizes her ideas with intrigue would desert or deny their Divine master, would
lour table. But if he thus knows the evils which and licentiousness, destroys her disposition for ra desert him, and were not worthy of his confidence.
they inflict, can it be right for him to be the agent tional pursuits; and prepares her, it may be, for
They who know the pleasure of conversing with
in diffusing them ? Such a person does not ex a victim of debauchery. These evils or such as
hibit that consistency, that completeness of vir these, he inflicts, not upon one or two but upon God need no arguments to bring them to their c lotuous conduct, without which the Christian char as many as he can; and yet this person lays his set. Prayer is a pleasant duty: and if it seem
acter cannot be fully exhibited. Step into the head upon his pillow as if in all this he was not otherwise to us, it is from some distemper of our
hearts, which like a sick palate, cannot relish the
shop of this bookseller’s neighbour a druggist, offending against virtue or against man!
and there if a person asks for some arsenic, the I
most pleasant meat,—Anon.
[Dymond.

tradesman begins to be anxious. He considersJ
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GAMBIER. FRIDAY, AUGUST 8, 1831.

The Season or Commencement.—The examinations in
Kenyon College and Grammar School, closed on Friday last,
having occupied the previous fortnight or three weeks. Not
having had opportunity to attend, we cannot speak of the re- ]
sidt from personal observation. From what we hear, we judge !
that it has been, with a very few exceptions, highly satisfactory. '
On the day succeeding the examination, the “ Association
of Sunday School Teachers in Kenyon College,” held their
anniversary. We give their annual report in another column.
It will be perceived that there are seventeen schools in the vi
cinity of the institution, taught and superintended by the stu
dents, and that these schools embrace about 800 scholars.—
This is an encouraging state of things, though it also appeared,
from the remarks of the speakers on the adoption of this re
port, there are not more than one half of the children in the
circuit of country occupied by these schools; and with much
earnestness it was urged upon the assembly, that they “count
nothing done, while so much remained undone.” We trust a
a new impulse has been given to the cause, and that not only
the students of the College, but the people in the country
round (of whom many attended with their children) will take
a renewed interest in the prosperity of Sunday-schools. The
speakers on the occasion were Messrs. Philips, Towles and
Ufford, and Bishop Mcllvaine. The Bishcp addressed himsolf to the parents, the teachers and the scholars, on their re
spective duties and responsibilities.
On the next day, Sunday, a Baccalaureate address wasdelived to the Senior Class, by the President. The congregation
in attendence was very large,—more persons than usual from
a distance. We trust good was done.
The College Societies held their annual exhibition on Tues
day last in the afternoon, and the exercises we believe were con
sidered highly interesting. They were performed under the
shade of a grove in the neighborhood of the College. S. P.
Chase Esq. of Cincinnati, was expected to address the Socie
ties, but was prevented by sick.iess in his family. The follow
ing is the scheme of the exercises:—
1. Oration, “ 77ib Influence if National Recollections upon
National Character.” J. S. Davis, Hillsborough, Philomathesian.
2. Oration, “ The Objects of Education.” J. T. Towles,
Lancaster Co. Va., Nu Pi Kappa.
3. Oration, “ The Character of the Demagogue and the Pa
triot Contrasted.” II. Anderson, Troy, N. York., Philoma-

thesian.
4. Oration, “ The Influence of Benevolent Institutions upon
National Prosperity.” R. K. Philips, Fredericksburgh Va.>

Rev. J. J. Robertson, missionary in Greece, and the Rev.
Alonzo Potter, Professor of Moral Philosophy in Union Col
lege, Schenectady.
RETORT OF THE BOARD OF MANAGERS OF THE SUNDAY-SCHOOL
ASSOCIATION.

Your Board beg lyave to report as follows:—The present
number of schools connected with your Association is 17, all
of which, with one or two exceptions, have been in continual
operation since 1830. They have grown with the increase of
years, and they may now be truly said to be strong in internal

discipline, and strong in the affections of the people. The
confusion, disorder and irregularity which must attend the
organization of an institution, have passed away. The avowed
and open opposition which once lifted her proud head on high,
has fallen before the march of the Sunday School cause, and
where she once stood are now to be seen only the smiles of
approbation.
.

Filled as we are with joy in contemplating the general pros
perity of the schools, our eyes are not blinded to some few
things which must give pain. There are several new schools
destitute of competent libraries. Others are not supplied with
the adequate number of teachers. Such, however is the con
dition of only one or two schools, and we are happy that we
have it to say that exertions are about to be made on the part
of the principals to procure the necessary books, and that the
supply of Sabbath school teachers will in all probability in
crease with the increasing number of those who connect them
selves with the college. We hope, however, that efforts will
he made by the principals of the deficient schools to enlist
teachers from the neighborhood. We are confident that this
measure would prove highly beneficial to the schools, and we
believe that it would also prove successful;—beneficial, because
when the people of this country shall he induced to take part
in your work, they will appreciate it as a work of theirs; they
will feel that a part, if not the greater part, of t{ie responsibi
lity of supporting the schools rests with them; the interest in
the Sunday school cause will be general and universal, and its
friends numerous;—successful, because we know of few, if
any cases, in which the principals have made proper applica
tion without securing the necessary assistance, whilst many
cases there are in which that assistance has been volunteered.
We need not repeat what has been often told you relative
to the benefits which have resulted from your schools; but for
your further encouragement we could wish that you would
ever bear in mind the benefits which must flow into your own
bosoms as laborers in this little vineyard of the Lord. The
deepening of religious convictions, and strengthening of reli
gious sentiment; the growth in grace; the formation of pious
and devoted, active and eflieient characters; the preparation
for the ministry and missionary labour,—these, and the like
benefits, are yours—peculiarly yours.

Nu Pi Kappa.
5. Oration, “ Eulogy on Wirt. ” Rufus King, Cincinnati,
Philomathesian.
Go on as you have begun; persevere, and may heaven
6. Oration, “ The Character of Iiamsay the Historian.” A. as a reward of your labors give you an increasing desire to
M. Brooke, Prince George’s Co. Md., Nu Pi Kappa. [Ab work every good work.
sent.]
Respectfully submitted.

The exercises of Commencement were attended on the 6th,
and were as follows:—
1. Latin Oration, “Antiquorum Rcligio,” T. P. Harrison,
Wilkinson Co. Mississippi.
2. Oration, “ The Medical Profession.” W. J. Edmond
son, Halifax C. II., Va.
3. Oration, “ The Military Institutions of our Country.” I'.
B. Meade, Frederick Co. Va.
4. Oration, “ Obligations of the Country to Literary Institu
tions.” N. Badger, Springfield, Mass.
5. Oration, “ The Characters of Luther and Loyola Contrast
ed.” A. E. Wolcott, Stow.
6. Oration, “Popular Opinion.” J. Blackburn, Cincin
nati.
7. Greek Oration, “'H •rZs htwaltn voXnr.” W. J. Ed
mondson.
8. Oration, “ The Obligations of Science to Christianity.'
J. C. Weatherby, Clarksboro, N. J.
9. Oration, “ The Mohammedan Religion.” T. P. Har
rison.
10. Oration, “ The Bible, a Text-book in Colleges.” F. II.
McGuire, Fredericksburgh, Va.
11. Oration, “ The Chinese Empire; with Valedictory Ad
dresses.” T. E. Locke, Martinsburgh, Va.
The degree of A. B. was conferred on the above named
young gentlemen^ with the exception of Mr. Wolcott, who
pursued only a partial course of study; also an honorary de
gree of A. B. on Mr. R. II. Phillips of Virginia, a former
member of the institution, and the degree of D. D. on the
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DIOCESE OF TENNESSEE.

Report of the Committee, on the State of the Church__ As the
address of the Bishop and the parochial reports will appear in
parochial reports the Committee on the State of the Church,
who derive their information chiefly from those sources, sub
mit the following brief report as the result of their investigation.
Through God’s goodness, itappears that our Zion is gradually
hut steadily increasingthe number of her friends and members,
an adding to her means of usefulness. Since last Convention,
6 adults and 33 children have been baptised—23 persons have re
newed their baptismal engagements in the ordinance of confirma
tion, and 22 have been added to the number of communicants,
which at present is about 130. There are three Sunday-schools
in successful operation; that at Nashville being the largest and
numbering 80 children. These good examples, the commit
tee earnestly hope will be followed by every parish in the Dio.
eese, and that in obedience to Christ, the lambs of the fold will
thus be fed with food convenient for them—be instructed in
their duty to God and man, and grow up faithful and zealous
members of the 'lurch. Your committee would also hold
up to view, as worthy of imitation, the activity and zeal of £he
ladies of the congreg ation at Nashwille, who have disposed of
the work of their hands (bv means of a fair) so advantageous
ly, astii oe enabled to present the Church with a large and ex
cellent bell.
°
A congregation which was recently organized at Bolivar under favorable auspices, has been received into union with the .
Churches in this state; and it is hoped that the Rev. Dr.
Stephens, though encumbered with a school, will be enabled
to add some fait.iful members to the Church in his own bouse.
J wo clergymen have been regularly transferred from other
Dioceses, the Rev. George Bridgetnan and the Rev. Leoni
das Polk. I fie former after spending a few months at Clarks
ville has, it is believed, gone to New-York. The latter is now
the I astor of the Church in this place. Two churches will I
soon be ready for consecration, and it is hoped, that the exccu-

tion of several others may be commenced during the year.
There is but one candidate for orders at this time.
Among the blessings of the Almighty, for which we should
be truly thankful is the consecration of our Bishop, and his
safe return among us; and the committee would take this op
portunity of urging the adoption of immediate and ettective
measures, for the liberal support of the Episcopate, did they
not know tfiat a special committee had already been appointed
to consider and report upon this most important subject.
The above is respectfully submitted, with the devout hope
that the great head of the church may continue to direct in
all our doings with his most gracious favor, and further us with
his efficient help.—Epis. Rec.
Bristol College—The present week, which concludes the
summer session of Bristol College, and the first year of its
collegiate existence, was selected as an appropriate occasion
for an exhibition among its students. In compliance with
the invitations of the literary Societies of the institutions,
Messrs. Francis S. Key, of Washington, and Willis G. Clark,
of Philadelphia, consented to address them, the former in an
oration, the latter in a poem. Arrangements were also made
by the students for the delivery of orations, so as to render the
exhibition of the same character as may be expected at the com
mencements, after the College shall have long enough its exisistence to prepare its students for their degrees.
To enable visitors from Philadelphia to attend these exercis
es, a steamboat left the city on Wednesday morning and land
ed its company at the College wharf, about eleven o’clock. They
were here met by the Faculty and students, and proceeding
with them to the College, united with those who had assem
bled from the neighboring towns and country in witnessing
the celebration. The place selected for it was a grove of lof
ty trees in the rear of the college, under which platforms and
seats had been arranged with great taste for the occasion.
The exercises Of the morning were opened with prayer by
the Rev. Dr. Tyng. Mr. Key then addressed the audience,
selecting as his theme, the power of literature and its connex
ion with religion. Thesuhject was not more happily chosen than
ably and impressively discussed. The poem of Mr. Clark was
on kindred subjects, and beautifully illustrated the effects
which had been produced upon literature and science by the
establishment and influence of the Christian religion. Wc
hope that the societies of Bristol College will he enabled to
present both of these production to the public, through the me
dium of the press.
We have not time or space at present to enter into details
respecting the exercises among the students in the afternoon,
which were opened witli prayer by the Rev. Mr. McCoskrv,
Rec tor of St. Paul’s Church. We have no doubt that we
speak the opinion of every competent judge present, in saying
that they were highly creditable to them and to the institu
tion in which they have been trained. We have never oh.
served at any College exhibition more matureness or correct
ness in original composition, or more propriety or impressive
ness in delivery.
The orations, some of which were selected and some origin
al, were in unison with the religious and literary character of
the instutions, and many of them evidently expressed the
heart-felt sentiments of young and cheerful but decided Chris
tians. One of them evinced the deepest interest on the part
of the speaker in Christian missions, and assured us of the ex
istence of a deep feeling in favor of our domestic and foreign
efforts, among the members of the College. The Missionary
Society of the College has contributed, it was stated, $300
during the present year, to the cause of Missions.
We should be pleased to present our readers with a better
account of these exercises than the present hasty sketch. We
must however, conclude, expressing the hope that the evidence
they afford of the value and excellence of the institution which
has given rise to them, will secure to it extensively and per
manently the favor of those to whom it looks for support- Its
success in the first year of its existence has more than realize
the expectations of its founders, and calls for devout gratitude
to him whose providence has favored its operations.—Ep. Rec.
Oneida Indians near Green Bay__ The Rev. R. F. Cadle having resigned bis situation at Green Bay, has accepted
an invitation to become the minister of the Episcopal Church
among the Oneida Indians. Mr. Cadle lias ever felt a great
interest in these Indians, and has long desired to retire from
the mission at Green Bay, the duties of which were too one
rous for his health and strength. The present arrangements
is highly acceptable to the Indians, and we trust will prove a
great and lasting benefit to them.—Epis. Rec.

From the London Missionary Chronicle.
The China Missions.—Letter from Dr. Morrison to the
Directors of the Missionary Society, dated Macao, China, De
cember 6th, 1833.
Respected Fathers and Brethren,—Nearly eight years have
elapsed since we parted, and twenty-six have rolled away since
I first landed on the shores of China. To the Bible, the Dic
tionary and the College of former years, 1 have this season add
ed 60,000 sheet tracts, containing chiefly selections from Holy
Scripture, and 10,000 copies of a little book of sixty pages,
containing prayers and hymns. These are printed with Chi
nese moveable types, at our press, which 1 got out last year for
the use of my son. We call it the Morrisons Albion Press.
The printers and type cutters were at the Anglo Chinese Col
leges, and two of them are on the books of our Society, viz;
Leangafa and Keuhagang; the other two, Arckaou and Atscih, attend regularly on the Sabbath day services, but have not
been baptized.
Afa was here with me two or three months during the sum
mer, when I first began to print in Chinese, and be compos d,
or set up the types for the prayers and hymns. A gang has
since been compositor and pressman. I have not made any
charge on the Society for these tracts and books, but have re
ceived some assistance from the Tract Society:
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inJ*s'thh^ rent t0.Cant°n> ,he has been occupied inconducti’or Seri 1 T Servlc®s’ distributing tracts and printing more,
from thA"0 le.SS°nS *!e received aid through Mr. Bridgman,
Jract Soeiety> for his ow» nine Tracts’
Kr! i 1 oo,d-,Wofds’ he received aid through me from the
ntlsh and Foreign Bible Society; and for the late Dr. Mil
ne, Dialogue between Chang and Yuen” he received aid
trom some unknown source through Mr. Gutzlaff-.
Afa
and his fellow disciples have had their spirits stirred up to
unusual boldness m tract distribution in the city of Canton, to
s lopmen and to students, at the literary euaminations. Thus
far the rulers of the people have not molosted them, for which
they bless and praise their God and Saviour.
I hough much indisposed during the summer, I have continuedmy usual religious services, in Chinese twice, and in
English once, on the Lord’s day.
My family is on the eve of embarkation to proceed to Eng
land,for the benefit of Mrs. Morrison’s health and the chil
dren s education. I commend them to the kindness and care
of the society. I and my eldest son John remain here. Farewell!
(Signed)
Robert Morrison.

From the Vermont Chronicle.
Rev. Peter Williams’ Resignation---- Among the objects
singled out by the rioters of New York was the colored Epis
copal Church under the pastoral care of the Rev. Peter Wil
liams. In consequence of this, and as a measure of peace, Bi
shop Onderdonk advised him to resign his connection, in eve
ry department with the Anti-Slavery Society, and make pub
lic his resignation. Mr. W. complied. His address to the
citizens of New York, stating this compliance, breathes an ad
mirable spirit and is highly creditable, to the author’s sound
judgement and excellent character. We copy so much of it
as relates directly to the subject in hand:__
“ In regard to my oposition to the Colonization Society, it
has extended no farther than,that Society has held out the idea,
that a colored man, however he may strive to make himself in
telligent, virtuous and useful, can never enjoy the privileges of
a citizen of the United States, but must ever remain a degrad
ed and oppressed being. I coukf not and do not believe that
the principles of the declaration of Independence, and of the
Gospel of Christ, have not power sufficient to raise him, at
some future day, to that rank. I believe that such doctrines
tend very much to discourage the efforts which are making for
his improvement at home. But whenever any man of color,
after having carefully considered the subject, has thought it
best to emigrate to Africa, I have not opposed him; but have
felt it my duty to aid him, all in my power, on his way, and I
have the satisfaction of being able to prove that the most pro
minent and most useful men in the Colony have been helped
there by me. I helped John B. Russwurm to go to Liberia,
and as a token of gratitude for my aid in the case he sent me
his thermometer, which I have now hanging up in my
house: I helped James M. Thompson, whom all speak of
as a most excellent man, and good scholar, to go there. He
was a member of my church; and when he went there I gave
him letters of recommendation, and procured a number of
books to enable him to introduce the Episcopal seivice; and I
have lately offered to contribute my mite towards establishing
the Episcopal Church there. I was the first person who ad
vised John R. Daily, (Russwurm’s partner) to go and estab
lish himself in Liberia as a merchant. When Washington
Davis was sent to this city by Gov. Ashmun, to study medi
cine as physician of the Colony, I received him in my house,
and boarded him a week, without charging the Society tor it,
though they offered to bear the expense.
“ When I found that strong prejudices were forming against
me because of my disapprobation of some of the Society s
measures, and that my usefulnes was thereby affected, I ceased
to speak on the subject, except, in the private circle of my
friends or when my opinions were asked privately by others,
("Stamv’to. iLto the Ptatix Society, last spring
I carefully avoided the subject; and tile only sentence I utteri cartiuiiy
“ Who that witnesses an assembk like this® composed of persons of all colors can doubt that
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would have
ive a tendency to encourage in our people a spirit
o vanity, and I urged this advice by saying that by so doing,
oui people, and the cause of emancipation, would both be inJured- Phis opinion I have on all proper occasions expre ssed,
and have endeavored to enforce by example: for in all the Anti-biavery meetings held in the Chapel, I have always taken
mv seat in the gkllery, excepting that on the day of the Anni
versary I left it to speak to one of the committee in the or
chestra, or stage and did not return. My brethren have re
buked me for this course, but have 1 not censured them for
theirs. They did as they thought best and I did as I thought
best; but 1 have learned that it is a most difficult matter to
avoid extremes on subjects of great public excitement, without
being more censured than those who go to all lengths with ei
ther party.
“Having now given this simple and faithful statement of
facts, I now, in conformity to the advice of my Bishop, publiclicly resign my station as a member of the Board of Mana
gers of the Anti-Slavery Society, and of its Executive Com
mittee, without, however, passing the opinion respecting the
principle on which that society in founded.
“ I should have offered my resignation long before this, had
not I thought there might be occasions, when, by having the
privilege to address the Board, I might exercise a restraining
influence over measures calculated to advance our people fast
er than they are prepared to be advanced, and the public feel
ing would bear. But I am not disposed to blame the mem
bers of the Anti-Slavery Society for their measures. 1 con
sidered them as good men and good Christans, and true lovers
ot their country and of all mankind. I thought they had not
an opportunity of knowing my brethren, nor the state of pub
lic prejudice, against them as well as myself; and all I sup
posed that I could do was to aid them in this particular.”
It is exceedingly to he regretted that the views of Mr.
Williams respecting the danger of making people of color vain
and of advancing them “faster than they were prepared to be
advanced,”—have not been more prevalent among the active
members of the Anti-Slavery Society. Heedlessness in that
repect has been one of their great errors.
With respect to the Colleges, Mr. W.’s information, we re
gret to see, is so limited. It is not, and never has been true,
that “all the Colleges were closed against” people of color.
We will just copy, on this point, a paragraph from Prof. Stowe’s
remarks at a late Conlonization in Cincinnatti.
“In a city of New England I have known a negro to be
elected to a city office for several years in succession, by the
suffrages of the citizens; I have known three black men, Russ
wurm of Bowdoin College, Mitchell of Dartmouth, and Jones
of Amherst, to study without insult, and graduate with hon
or in three different New England colleges; and I once my
self introduced a black man (a Mr. Butler of Canada,) to the
students of Dartmouth College, whom he wished to address;
and they listened to him with the utmost decorum and atten
tion and sympathy.”
Cuqious Manuscripts from Abyssinia.—A Paris paper of
June 5th says: “Among the curiosities which M. Ruppel has
brought from Abyssinia, are two remarkable manuscripts.—
One is a Bible, said to contain a new work of Solomon, one or
two new books of Esdras, and a considerable addition to
the fifth Book of Esther, all perfectly unknown in Europe.
It also contains the Book of Enoch, and fifteen new Psalms,
the existence of which was already known to the learned.
The other manuscript is a species of code, which the Abyssinians date from the Council of Nice (325,) the epoch at
which it was promulgated by one of their Kings. This code
is divided into two books; the first relates to canonical law,
and treats of the relations of the church with the temporal
power; the other is a sort of civil code. There is also some
remarkable hymns, because they present the return of consonancy, the only feature of poetry to be found in Abyssinian
literature.”
Chinese Stereotype Printing.—Somewhat more than a
year since, the thought occurred to one ot the officers of the
Board, that plates might be obtained from the engraved blocks
by means of which the Chinese execute their printing. In
the Instructions of the Prudential Committee, which were
prepared soon after for the Rev. Ira 1 racy, and My. Samuel
Wells Williams, a printer, destined to the China mission, the
possibility of accomplishing this, and the interesting conse
quences of success, were suggested. Pbe subject was also
mentioned to a number of enlightened friends at New-York,
and among them one or two leading officers in the national so
cieties which have the seat of their operations in that city,
nearly all of whom were struck with the possibility of substi
tuting mental plates for Chinese wooden blocks.
In June of last year a letter was sent to the Rev. E. C.
Bridgman, a missionary of the Board at Canton, requesting
him to procure a set of Chinese blocks containing the text of
some tract, and forward them for an experiment, together with
a quantity of Chinese printing paper. He did so; and in
April last, a set of blocks was received, containing Christ s
Sermon on the Mount, of 20 pages. From these two sets of
stereotype plates have been cast in Boston, and put in a per
fect condition for printing, like any other stereotype plates:
and a small edition of the tract has been printed at the office
where the printing of the Board is performed. .
It was thought best by the Prudential Committee to say in
their last annual report, presented in September, that sucbi an
experiment was in progress. [See Miss. Her. vol. xxix, p. 4o-.J
So far as is known to the members of the Committee and the
officers of the Board, the tract just named is the first Chinese
book eve. stereotyped, and the first Chinese book ever printed
in the United States.
.
_
..
»
Should the expectations which are cherished on this su riect be realized, the common printing press may at once be em
ployed in Chinese printing, without the enormous labor and
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to many thousand characters before the fount will be complete;
the Chinese Characters representing ideas, and not sounds.
The plates will also be far more durable than the wooden blocks
used by the Chinese printers, and the printing can be exccut; cd with manifold more rapidity. For news papers and ephe
meral works, as in this country, moveable types will be neces
sary; but for the printing of the holy Scriptures, and other
standard books and tracts, the stereotyped printing will be as
available for the hundreds of millions in China, as'it is for the
nations of Europe and America__ Miss. Herald.
GENERAL SUTKATALVir.

Annual Convention of Teachers---- The annual meeting of the
“Western Literary Institute and College of Professional
Teachers” will commence in this city, on Monduy the Qth of
October next,
A number of Lectures upon practical subjects, by some of
the most distinguished teachers and literary gentlemen, of the
south and west, will be delivered, and reports upon important
subjects connected with the business of teaching are expected
from committees appointed at the last annual meeting.
1 he friends of education, generally, and particularly Profes
sional Teachers, are invited to attend.
The local executive committee* will shortly announce the
names of the lecturers and the subjects of discussion, and re
ports, with such other important information as shall be brought
before the Convention.
Editors of periodicals, by giving the above a few insertions,
will aid the cause of general education, and by sending a pa
per containing this notice, shall receive a copy of the minutes,
&c. of the college.
By order of the executive committee.
David L. Talbott, Fee. Scc'y-Cincinnati, August I, 1831.
Rutger's College.—The annual commencement of this Insti
tution was held on the I6th inst. in the Dutch Church in New
Brunswick, New Jersey. The degree of Doctor of Divinity
was conferred on the Rev. Charles Hodge, Professor of Bib
lical Literature in the Theological Seminary at Princeton,
New Jersey, the Rev. Philip Duryea, of New-Jersey; anil
the Rev. Peter I. Vanpelt, of Staten Island, New York; and
the Rev. James Stevenson of Ay re, Scotland; and that of
Doctor of Laws on Benjamin F. Butler, Esq. Attorney Gen
eral of the United States, and Gideon Hawley.—Pres.
At the late commencement of the University of N. Caro
lina, the degree of A- B. was conferred on 13, and that of A.
M. on G. The honorary degree of D. D. was conferred on
Rev. Andrew Syme, of Petersburg!), Va. and that of L. L. D.
on Rev. Levi. S. Ives, Chief Justice Ruffin, and Hon.’George
E. Badger.
At the late commencement of the New-York University,
the degree of Doctor of Divinity was confered on the Rev.
John Johns, Rector of Christ Church, Baltimore.—Epis. Rec.
Rev. J. I’. Durbin, senior Editor of the [Methodist I Chris
tian Advocate and Journal, has resigned that station and ac
cepted the office of President of Dickerson College._ Ver
mont Chronicle.

Health of Cincinnati--- The health of the city is bad enough,
but not so alarming by fifty per cent, as is represented abroad.
The following are the weekly reports of interments for July.
For the week ending
July 9,
43
16,
55
23,
63
30,
86
Of these 86, 30 were reported as cholera. In this report,
the Episcopal ground is not included. Its interments added
to 86, would probably swell the number to 95 or 100. This
is a great mortality, but for the corresponding week in 1833,
the deaths amounted to 122. The cholera is not nearly so bad
as last year. Other diseases have been common, and the ex
cessive heat of the weather has given them an unusual fatali
ty.— Cinninnati Journal.
Wooster (Ohio) Bank—We understand that Joseph 8.
Lake has been chosen President of this Institution, and Ben
jamin Bentley, Cashier. It is said to have upwards of <f}50,000 in specie in its vaults; and is expected to commence ^busi
ness in a few weeks.—Slate Journal.
While Labor on Plantations'—We learn by the last Jamaica
papers that an experiment of the labor of free whites on plan
tations, is making by a Mr. Meyers, a German, who has im
ported a lot of his countrymen for the purpose, and says he can
bring 10,000 more. The Weekly Despatch has the follow
ing paragraph on the subject :
“We are happy to find that the services of Mr. Meyers,
who lately introduced a colony of white laborers into St.
George’s are likely to be recognized by the country. His peti
tion to the house yesterday has been favorably entertained, and
we are only glad that some wealthy and patriotic gentle
men in the island have already determined to follow his lauda
ble example. Mr. Hamilton Brown has, we understand, fifty
white laborers engaged, and on their way out from Great Bri
tain, eatirely provided for at his own expense, and for whom
a comfortable reception is prepared on their arrival.
f Churchman.
Rapid Sailing—The most remarkable instance of rapid
sailing recorded, is probably the case of the Brig John Gil
pin, of Baltimore about two years since, and arrived at Bata
via after a pa,sage of 82 days—proceeded from thence to Can
ton in 11 days—from Canton to .Manilla in 5 days—from Man
illa though the straits of Sunda, round South of New Holland,
tobtltude 48 or 50 degrees to Valparaiso to Lima, in 6 days
and 17 hours—making an aggregate distance of 34,920 miles
in 189 days, 17 hours—avara&ing a fraction more than one
hundred and eighty-three miles per day.
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___________ POETRY.____________
From the “ Moral of Flowers’”

THE CROCUS’ SOLILOQUY.
Down in my solitude under the snow,
Where nothing cheering can reach me;
Here, without light to see how to grow,
I’ll trust to nature to teach me.
I will not despair, nor be idle, nor frown,
Lock’d up in so gloomy a dwelling;
My leaves shall run up, and my roots shall run down,
While the bud in my bosom is swelling.

Sqon as the frost will get out of ray bed,
From this cold dungeon to free me,
I will peer up with my bright head ;
All will be joyful to see me.
Then from my heart will young buds diverge,.
As rays of the sun from their focus;
I from the darkness of earth will emerge,
A happy and beautiful Crocus!
Gaily array’d in my yellow and green,
When to their view I have risen,
Will they nof wonder how one so serene
Came from so dismal a prison?

Many, perhaps, from so little a flower
This little lesson may borrow—
Patient to-day, through its gloomiest hour,
We come out the brighter to-morrow.

f Vt. Crhon.

MISCELLANY.
Samuki. Drew, Author of the Essay on the Immateriality
and Immortality of the Soul.—“ My master was by trade a sad
dler, had acquired some knowledge of book-binding, and hir
ed me to carry on the shoe-making, for him. He was one of
those men who will live any where, but will get rich no where.
His shop was frequented by persons of a more respectable class
than those with whom 1 had previously associated, and various
topics became alternately the subjects of conversation. In ca
ses of uncertain issue, I was sometimes appealed to, to decide
upon a doubtful point. This, perhaps flattering my vanity,
became a new stimulus to action. I examined dictionaries,
picked up many words, and from an attachment which I felt
to books which were occasionally brought to the shop to be
bound, I began to have some view of the various theories with
which they abounded. The more I read, the more I felt my
own ignorance; and the more I felt my own ignorance, the
more invincible became my energy to surmount it. Every
leisure moment was now employed in reading one thing or
other. As I had to support myself by manual labor, my time
for reading was but little, and to overcome the disadvantage,
my usual method was to place a book before me at meat, and
at every repast I read five or six pages. Although the provi
dence of God has raised me above this incessant toil, when I
could “ barely earn enough to make life struggle,” yet it has
become so habitual, that the custom has not forsaken me at
the present moment.
In another account which Mr. Drew gives of this period,
there are some additional facts noticed, which we present to
our readers.
“In this situation, I found myself surrounded by books of
various descriptions, and felt my taste-fur the acquirement of
information return with renewed vigor, increase in propor
tion to the means of indulgence which were now placed fully
within my reach. But here some new difficulties occurred,
with which I found it painftd to grapple. My knowledge of
the import of words was as contracted as my ideas were scan
ty; so that I found it necessary to keep a dictionary constantly
by my side whilst 1 was reading, to which I was compelled con
stantly to refer. This was a tedious process. But in a little
time the difficulty wore away, and my horizon of knowledge
became enlarged.
“ During my literary pursuits,! regularly and constantly
attended on my business, and do not recollect that one cus
tomer was ever disappointed by me through these means. My
inode of writing and study may have in them, perhaps, some
thing peculiar. Immersed in the common concerns of life, I
endeavor to lift my thoughts to objects more sublime than
those with which I am surrounded, and while attending to
my trade, I sometimes catch the fibres of an argument, which
I endeavor to note, and keep a pen and ink by me for that pur
pose. In this state, what I can collect through the day re
mains on any paper which I have at hand, till the business of
the day is despatched, and my shi p shut when in the midst
of my family, I endeavor to anlyse in the evening, such ideas
as had crossed my mind during the day. 1 have no study,
I have no retirement. I write amidst the cries and cradles of
my children, and frequently, when I review what I have writ
ten, endeavor to cultivate ‘the art to blot.” Such are the me
thods which I have pursued, and such the disadvantages un
der which I write.”
I lis usual seat, after closing the business of the day, ^was a
low nursing-chair beside the kitchen fire. Here with the bel
lows on his knees for a desk, and the usual culinary and do
mestic nutters in progress around him, his works, prior to
1806, were chiefly written__ Vt. Chronicle.

Freedom of the Press—It is fashionable to complain of
the press. The press has, no doubt, its full share of sins; but
we fear that it does not receive fair play. The press is just
about as good as its masters, the public. Abused as it is, it
has no faults which they have not taught, no vices which tliey
have not rendered necessary.
This is bold language, but it is true. The press, it is said,
is not independent. Is that so strange? Whose fault is it?

If the reader should chance to disapprove of this saucy arti
cle, he will send to the “ Independent editors something 1 e
the following note:
“ Sirs,—I have hitherto been much pleased with the Com
mercial Intelligencer, but seeing in to day’s paper, an insolent
and outrageous, abominable article on the freedom of the press,
I herewith inclose the amount of my subscription, and direct
that the paper shall no longer be left at my house.
Peter Pipkins.

After perpetrating this heroic act, the ex-subscriber will as
sume an air of dignity, and prate about the degeneracy of the
Press.” This is the species of freedom of elections, used in
the French army, when the colonel proclaimed that every sol
dier was at perfect liberty to vote for whom he pleased; but,
he added, “if any man votes against Gen. Bonaparte he shall
be shot as an example to the whole regiment.” The dear
public may depend upon it, that while they pull the ears of
that docile personage, the press, and teach him, by sundry kicks
and cuffs, how to be spirited and independent, he may “roar
as gentle as the sucking dove.” If, on the contrary, you let
him alone, he will soon become so of his own accord.
A certain Emperor who was fool enough to turn hermit,
collected together a large number of watches and essayed to
make them all run exactly alike. He bothered his head for a
long time at this useless task, and then observing its imprac
ticability, he exclaimed—“ If it be impossible to make these
little machines accord, how vain and wicked is the attempt to
constrain the minds of men to run alike!” Let each honest
subscriber, if he finds the editor’s watch ticking a moment in
discordance with his own, think of the conclusion of the great
Charles V.; and instead of dashing the poor editor’s watch
to pieces, reflect on the possibility that his own may be wrong,
and even if otherwise, that it is impossible for all to go alike.
That man who sincerely desires the freedom of the press
should be willing to bear that freedom, if honest, even when
it chances to run counter to his own conviction of principles
and measures, and of men. The very errors of an honest and
independent press result in the encouragement of truth.—
Philadelphia Intel.
Sleeping in Church.—Dr. A--------- , of Cambridge, was
once rather embarrassed with an occurrence in his congrega
tion. An insane man, who had received a public education,
and who was strongly attached to the doctor, had observed in
the forenoon of a wai in Sabbath in summer, that several of
the congregation slept in time of the sermon. To prevent
the recurrence of the evil in the afternoon, the maniac, having
filled his bosom with windfalls from a neighboring orchard,
posted himself in a convenient station, in the side gallery, the
front gallery being occupied by the college students. Present
ly after the sermon commenced, he observed one asleep, and
gently disengaging his hand from his bosom, lie aimed its con
tents at the sleeper. This occasioned some disturbance, but
when it subsided, a second sleeper’s head was pelted with an
apple. The preacher observing the occasion of the distur
bance, requested his insane friend to desist. “ Dr. A------ ,”
said the maniac, “mind your preaching, and I will keep the
dogs awake.” It will scarcely need to be remarked, that for
some time there was less inclination to sleep in that audience
than usual.

corn which he saves from his supply.
When he reaches
the trough he lets the corn fall near it on the ground, and
when the young swine approach to eat it (for the old ones
keep aloof,) he suddenly seizes one of them by the tail, pops
him into the trough, and then capers about the yard, seem
ingly delighted with the frolic. 'The noise of the pig soon
brings the man to his assistance, who knows, from experience, what is the matter, while the horse indulges in all sorts
of antics, by way of horse-laugh, and then returns quietly to
the stable.—English Paper.
Wonders of Art.—Sixty years ago a pound of cotton
would only be extended to a thread of 17,000 yards, (not quite
ten miles,) and this by close application of a man for 3 whole
da y. But by steam power, a pound of fine cotton can now
be extended into a thread one hundred and sixty seven miles
long, and that with the attendance of a mere child.
To Save Horses’ Shoulders from Being Injured by the
Collar.—Some of the gentlemen of South Carolina are in
the habit of making long journies by land in their own con
veyances, and are obliged to resort to every method of afford
ing relief to their horses. From one of these I derived the
following simple expedient for preventing the shoulders of
harness horses from being chafed by the collar. The shrewd
practical sense of the gentleman referred to, is a strong guar
antee of the value of his suggestions. A short trial of my
own has fully convinced me of the utility of what is classi
cally denominated the sweater. This simple and effectual con
trivance is made of two pieces of leather, which for an ordi
nary horse may he about
inches wide at the top, and C at
the bottom, and 9 at the greater protuberance, the front edge
being straight, the posterior curved with a gradual swell adapt
ed to the shape of the colar behind. These pieces must be
sowed together at the bottom and connected at the top by two
small straps and buckles so as to be let out or taken up at will.
The lower part must be so shaped as to fit the throat of the
horse. A strap passes from the bottom of the sweater hcween the legs to the girth by means of which it is kept in place.
The strap should not be too tight, lest it might incline a balk
ing horse to stop when ascending a hill; and the buckle ot the
end near the girt, if it chafe, may be covered. The leather
must be tolerably stout upper, rendered pliant by the occasion
al application of tallow to the outside. The inner side should
be kept clean and smooth.
The sweater is in fact a sheath to the shoulders, and the
collar rests it on instead of the skin of the animal.
II.
Waynesboro’, Va.

Fodder__ One of the most simple and valuable discoveries
in agriculture, is to mix layers of green or new cut clover with
layers of straw. By this means the strength of the clover is
absorbed by the straw, which, thus impregnated, both horses
and cattle eat greedily, and the clover is dried and prevented
from heating. This practice is particularly calculated for se
cond crops of clover and rye grasses.—Paris Advertiser.
Brimstone for Cattle.—It is probably not known to
many of our farmers that brimstone is valuable for cattle in
keeping them free from ticks. These vermin arc not only
filthy in their appearance but an injury to the cattle. A piece
of brimstone as large as a grain of corn, well pulverized, given
in a little salt, will cause them to drop off, and prevent others
from getting on for eight or ten days. I consider brimstone
as necessary for a cow in the summer as salt.—Southern Planter.

Infant School Definitions—After many similar ques
tions he inquired, whether the chandelier before them was sup
ported or suspended; to which they as properly replied, “sus
pended.” To try them still further, he asked them what dif
ference there was between being suspended and supported,
when a boy took from his pocked a piece of string, at the end
THE OBSERVER
of which was a button; placing the button on the palm of his
hand, he answered, “that is supported," and holding the end of
IS PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY AT
the string so as to let the button fall, he said “that is suspend
GAMBIER, KNOX COUNTY, OHIO.
ed. ” The interrogator afterwards ascertained from them the
shape of the chapel itself, and the forms of various parts of it
such as the pews, windows and panes of glass; and at length he TERMS.— Two Dollars per annum, if paid in advance, and
wished them to mention something not previously named
Two Dollars and Fifty Cents, if at the end of six months’
which was perpendicular. When after a short pause, a little
No subscriptions received for a fess term than one year.
black-eyed boy, whose head had been resting on his hand, as if
No papers discontinued until all arrearages are paid, exccp
his attention was attracted from what was then occuring, shout
at the option of the publishers.
ed out, “ Ye’re ane yer-sel." The effect ot this was so ludi Those who may wish to have their papers discontinued, are re
crous, that the composure of our friend was a little disturbed,
quested to give notice thereof, at least thirty days previous
but soon rallying, he said, “Suppose I were to strike Mr.
to the expiration of the term of their subscription, other
Wilderspin, and knock him down, would he be perpendicular
wise, it will be considered a new engagement.
then?" To this the answer was immediate—“No! he'd be ho- *,* All communications relative to this paper,must be di
ri-zon- tai.
rected to the Editor, Gambier, Knox Co. Ohio
LIST OF AGENTS.
How Capt. Alexander, the most rapid traveller of the age— Rev. JOHN I. BRYAN..............
«
....... Ashtabula,
perhaps the most rapid traveller of any age—contrived to get Col. HUBBARD
•«
AJL.VA SANFORD............ ....... Medina, Medina Co
over sixteen thousand miles in a twelve month, we could never, Rev.
•«
Rev .WM. PRESTON,..'............. ....... Columbus,
«
by any possibility, have conjectured. In some degree, he has,
„..... Newark.
......
Steubenville,
himself, let us into the secret.
GEORGE BEATTY....................
«•
......
Marietta,
D.
H.
BUELT
...............................
I need hardly say (he observes) that if a person wishes to .TOSTAH BARBER ...................
«<
(’leaveland,
«
enjoy good health, he must place a restraint upon his appe SYLVESTER P. ALDERMAN, ....... Windsor,
tite in all situations, and live by rule: and I must state, after J. W. SCHUCKERS,................... ....... Wooster,
EDWARDS, ........... .......... Dayton,
an experience of all climates, that a small slice of meat per day DORSSON
MADDOX FISHER, P.'.M......... ...... Springfield, Clark Co. «•
<*
are quite sufficient to support nature, with milk, bread, vege Dr. ASA COLEMAN,................. ....... Troy, Miami Co.
tables, as may be requisite, and even whilst taking very violent ROFF A- YOUNG....................... ....... Cincinnati,
Rev. J. T. WHEAT,.................. ....... Marietta,
«
exercise. Thus two hundred miles have been ridden in one
Circleville
*
day, and fifty walked in another, without any animal food for Rev. E. W. PEET,....................... ..... Chillicothe.
ROWLAND
CLAPP,
................
.......
Cuyahoga
Falls,
some time previous__ N. Y. Albion.

Horse.— There is a fine horse in the possession
of Sir Henry Meux and Co,, the eminent brewers, which is
used as a dray horse, but is so tractable that he is left some
times without any restraint to walk about the yard, and re
turn to his stable according to his fancy. In the yard there
are also a few’ pigs of a peculiar breed, which are fed on grains
and corn, and to these pigs the horse has evidently an insupe
rable objection, which is illustrated by the following fact:—
1 here is a long deep trough in the yard holding water for the
horses, to which this horse goes alone with his mouth full of
iiimsical
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